Program Pathways Mapper:
An Intersegmental Pathways Solution to
Advance Transfer, Degree
Completion & Equity

What Is Program Pathways Mapper?
PPM is a tool that creates interactive, pathway-based visualizations. Similar to a GPS mobile app, PPM displays a
term-by-term course map that any student can follow to complete their desired program, either at the community college, at
the university, or at both, as a transfer student.
Program Exploration:
Students are able to learn about
academic programs in the context of
expected employment outcomes or
desired areas of study.

Academic Planning:
Each academic program features a
term-by-term plan that displays all
general education and major
requirements. Intersegmental maps
clarifying the pathway to the
Bachelors for transfer students have
been developed by six CSUs and one
UC so far, with more to come.

Why Do We Need Program Pathways Mapper?

Students Waste Time &
Money On Excess Units

Timely, Accurate Information
Isn’t Easy to Get

• Community college students typically
lose more than a year of credits when
they transfer because there’s no clear
path to reaching their goals, which
wastes their time and money.
• PPM increases completion “velocity”
by improving on-path course-taking.

• Students get their information from
a variety of formal and informal
sources.
• Not every source is reliable, and
official guidance can be hard to
obtain for some students.

Current Information Is
Confusing
• Students are often confused by
course catalogs or websites that
assume they have more expertise
or knowledge than they currently
have.
• Even counselors may find transfer
navigation confusing as other
institutions have varied & changing
requirements.

How Do Students Get Academic Info Now?
• Students & prospective students may or
may not be able to connect to “official”
resources.
• The Program Pathways Mapper helps
students, especially first-generation
students, navigate an institution’s
“hidden curriculum” and equalizes
access to an “inside track” for those who
don’t yet have social capital.

Source: Bakersfield College

What Students
See Now 🡪

Cognitive
Overload!

What students (and everyone else) SHOULD see:

An intuitive interface that clarifies program and course selection:

Information about how programs connect to careers and wages
Regularly updated labor market data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics in addition to visual course guide.

A variety of tools can help students, but the journey
starts with Program Maps

Program
Mapper

• Explore
• Clarify
• Engage

• Easy access for prospective students &
adult learners

• Just-in-time class enrollment guidance
• Useful outreach & orientation tool
• Guide students while social distancing

Ed
Planner

• Select
• Register
• Personalize

Degree
Audit

• Verify
• Correct
course
• Graduate

PPM is uniquely positioned with certain strengths
Clarifies Complex Curriculum

Enhances Advising Interactions

Clean and simple representation of course, program and
general education structures. Prospective students
easily explore opportunities available at each college.

With less time needed for course planning, PPM allows
advisors to spend their limited time with students
building relationships and deepening support.

Surfaces Pathway Barriers

Built on Intersegmental Integration

The cleanup of curriculum and development of guided
pathways reveals faculty and staff are able to uncover
curricular barriers students encounter.

PPM is a unified, visual system that demonstrates how
learning pathways connect between CCC and the
CSU/UC systems. PPM is homegrown and affordable.

Optimizes Course Offerings

Accessible

PPM allows faculty and deans greater ability to plan
longer-term for when courses should be offered to
efficiently accommodate student demand.

Accessibility has been designed into the PPM from its
inception with extensive QA testing and validation by
external audit.

PPM’s value proposition for State priorities
Reduce excess unit
accumulation

Shorten time to
completion

Increase # of transfer
students / efficiency of
transfer

More baccalaureate completers
to meet California’s
growing labor demand
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PPM’s Value Proposition to the State:
Transfer Pathways Can Leverage the Capacity of the
California Community Colleges

PPM’s Value Proposition for Segment Priorities
CCC/CSU/UC Common Goals
CSU:
Graduation Initiative 2025

CC:
Vision for Success/GP

UC:
2030 Goals

Close equity gaps

Close equity gaps

Close equity gaps

Increase degree completion

Increase degree completion

Increase degree completion
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AB 928

Investing in PPM
Maximizes Other
State Initiatives

ASSIST
PPM
demystifies
transfer
information in
the official
repository

Guided
Pathways
PPM “clarifies
the path” to
transfer and
degree
completion

Dual
Enrollment
A platform for
early
exploration of
college and
career
pathways

PPM provides
easy access to
general
education
course lists &
analytics

AB 1111
PPM amplifies
and extends the
state’s
investment in
C-ID

CCGI

Program
Pathways
Mapper

Cradle to
Career
Comprehensive
view of student
flow along
intersegmental
pathways

Integrate view
of community
college as part
of an
educational
pathway

Regional
Collaboratives
PPM’s
collaboration
model forms a
foundation for
regional
partnerships
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Investing in PPM Maximizes Other State Initiatives
Guided
Pathways

PPM “clarifies the path” to transfer and degree completion – a key pillar of Guided Pathways. The PPM is designed to embody and
exemplify the principals of Guided Pathways. It assists students in seeing clear pathways to their goals and lets and also provides
students with relevant career data to help them choose and get excited about college pathway.

ASSIST

ASSIST is the official transfer website for UC/CSU/CCCs. PPM’s easy-to-navigate, open access interface demystifies transfer routes and
can act as a pre-ASSIST portal, so that when students and advisors get to ASSIST, they know what to look for.

AB 928

AB 928’s ADT committee can use PPM for easy access to general education course lists as well as analytics on GE course-taking
patterns for PPM colleges.

AB 1111

PPM can facilitate intersegmental work and by showcasing which courses have C-ID status. PPM amplifies and extends the state’s
investment in C-ID.

CCGI

PPM can integrate with CCGI’s California Colleges interface to help students understand how community college degrees and the
transfer function fit into an educational and career pathway.

Regional
Collaboratives
Cradle to
Career

PPM’s open access portal can help middle and high school students/teachers/parents/counselors see opportunities and pathways
that span the education and career spectrum. PPMs collaboration model forms a foundation for further regional collaboration.
PPM’s adoption across all three segments provides an opportunity for C2C to demonstrate the value of its mission by bringing
together data from the three segments to analyze improvements in student flow in ways never before possible..

PPM As Part of CSU’s Integrative Technology Strategy for
Student Success
CSU Students

CCC Transfer Students
(In Progress – Not Live)

CSU Transfer
Planner

✔ Checklist of GE and Major
Pre-req courses
✔ Built on ASSIST.org Data
✔ All 116 CCCs and 23 CSUs
✔ Specific to student and
selected major(s)

Refer
when
Avail-a
ble

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

CCC/CSU Transfer
Mappers
CCC campus to CSU campus
Course by course maps
Major specific maps
Not student specific

✔
✔
✔

Degree Roadmaps

✔

Look forward
Semester by semester plan ✔
Specific to student

✔
✔
✔

Degree Audit
Look backwards
Satisfied degree
requirements
Unsatisfied degree
requirements
Official graduation
checkout

Transfer Credit
Course Credit
Test Credit
Articulated prior to first registration

CCC Coursework & Test Credit

PPM’s value proposition for students
What students are saying about PPM
The counseling department . . . [has] become very busy
and high volume with a lot of students. So I think that
because of that, the program mapper is very
helpful…because [students] don't have to worry
about waiting for a counselor to show them what to
do. And some students want to be hands-on and be
independent and do [education planning] on their own.
So, it kind of gives them the ability to map out exactly
what they want to do and how they want to do it. And
if they want to change it, they don't have to worry about
asking a counselor what classes that they need to take
for their new route.

When I was still debating on
what to major in, it gave me
like an understanding of what
courses I would be taking. So
that was helpful in helping
me make my decision. . . .
And when I was told to double
major, I could go [to the
maps] and check . . .
comparisons of [the]
overlap between my current
major. . . . I was still able to go
back and forth.

PPM’s value proposition for students
What students are saying about PPM
[Program Mapper] puts
you at ease as a college
student, like, okay, this is
what I need to do. This is
what has to happen next. . .
.[I like] just how simple it
is and how organized it is. I
think that's my favorite
part.

The salary growth and career
section helped me to get a
stepping-stone into
researching more specifics about
what I wanted to start a career in.

If you follow Program Mapper or
the pathways, you probably
could have gotten everything out
of the way and then been done
on time. . . So it helps you with
efficiency and being clear
about how to get out as quickly
as possible.

It's really useful to
figure out which
[classes] can transfer
over into your certain
area to the certain
[transfer destination]
because you don't want
to take a class that's
not going to mean
anything.

PPM’s value proposition for faculty and advisors
What faculty and advisors are saying about PPM
I had 30-minute meetings
with high school students
all day and no time for
anything comprehensive. I
now use PPM and it
facilitates more efficient
use of meeting times
during peak periods.”
What I like about PPM is
the visual plan, which
allows students to compare
different programs.
Incredible resource to show
a bird’s-eye view.

PPM went up and it caused
a productive stir. Faculty
came together to help align
on curriculum and data.

I can’t imagine how our
advising team would do their
work if we hadn’t built these
maps. The more schools that
see this, the more they want
to implement it."

If you don’t have the
roadway for the car set
up, they [students] can’t
get to their
destination…If the AA
does not connect to BA, it
is an equity issue.
Before PPM existed, I
(advisor) would have to
print off a catalog along
with the gen ed list and
create a step-by-step ed
guide for each student.
Now we can go to the
mapper."

Students Rely on PPM to Guide Course-Taking
Peaks in usage for
spring early and
open enrollment

Usage high as
students course
shop at the start of
the semester

About a third of
traffic from phones

Extremely low
“bounce rates”
shows that users
engage with the
website.

Nearly a half
million page views
at one college in
just four months!

Users view multiple
pages per session.
Source: Bakersfield College
PPM Analytics for 8/1/21 – 12/2/21

Evidence of PPM Effectiveness
Student Course-Taking Becomes More Focused

Source: Bakersfield College

Evidence of PPM Impact on Equity
The PPM has already advanced the equity agenda

Source: Bakersfield College
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The 3 Pillars of the PPM System
1

3

2

The Student Experience

Students and others see displays of:

•

Meta-majors, programs and
pathway maps

•
•

Job data: Salary, Growth, Careers
YouTube videos

The Authoring Tools

Intersegmental discipline
faculty, counselors, advisors, and
articulation officers meet to
identify best lower division
course options to prepare
students for upper division
success. Model minimizes unit
loss and identifies opportunities
to remove unintentional barriers
and streamline transfer.

Data Clean-up Tool

Examines multiple sources of
curriculum information and
republishes accurate course
curriculum. Merges local &
COCI* curriculum data
Guide to state of both local &
COCI data. Updated each year
with new curriculum data.
COCI: Chancellor’s Office Curriculum Inventory

Current PPM Reach
We’ve been doing this work for years and are poised to scale statewide
Early Implementers

Second Wave Participants
Institutions

Student
Population

42 CCCs

942,283

6 CSUs

102,106

1 UC

8,151
TOTAL 1,052,540

Third Wave Participants

CSUs

UC

Cost Model

$50k per community college &
university to onboard

Annual license fee est. ~70 cents
per undergraduate FTES

Timeline Of Rollout
Fall 2023 (70%)
Fall 2022 (50%)
Alpha wave of 10
colleges and 4
universities
recruited

Major
enhancements
roadmap
developed

Beta wave
completed;
Gamma wave
recruited (10 + 4)

Spring 2023 (60%)
Alpha wave onboarding
complete; Beta wave of
10 colleges and 4
universities recruited

First major
functionality
enhancement
released

Fall 2024 (90%)

Convene statewide
Educational Systems
& Intersegmental
Pathways Task Force

Spring 2024 (80%)
Gamma wave
completed; Delta wave
recruited (10 colleges +
4 universities)

Second major
functionality
enhancement
released

Delta wave
completed;
Epsilon wave
recruited (10 + 4)

Convene Educational
Systems &
Intersegmental
Pathways Task Force

Spring 2025 (100%)
Epsilon wave
completed; Zeta
wave recruited
(final 10 + 4)

Third major
functionality
enhancement
released

Roadmap for Increased Functionality
through July 2022
Non Course-taking Reminders
Just Launched

Registration Shopping Cart Regional Labor Data Integration
(Discovery)
(Discovery)
In flight
In flight

Enhance Analytics &
Data Usability
Next Sprint

Display Variable Unit
Courses & Programs
July ‘22

Smarter Search Functionality
Display Recommended
(Discovery)
Course(s) from Lists
In flight
July ‘22
Student Access to Archived Maps
& Catalog Years
June ‘22

PPM Fast Facts (as of 11/1/21)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of maps developed: 5,016
Average onboarding duration: 8 weeks until ready to author
Average weeks to launch: 17 weeks
PPM is a Google maps for course catalogs
Easy to access by anyone
Looks great on phones thanks to mobile adaptive design
Shows quickest paths for how to get to your destination
Relies on accurate information
PPM is built on and for intersegmental collaboration

Thank You!
Sonya Christian
Sonya.Christian@kccd.edu
@sonyachristian

Craig Hayward
Craig.Hayward@bakersfieldcollege.edu
@doc9x

The 3 Pillars of the PPM System
The Student Experience

The Authoring Tool

Data Clean-up Tool (DCT)

•
•

•

•

Merges local & COCI curriculum
data

•
•

Output is error report

•

Must be updated with new data
each curriculum year

•

•

What students & faculty see
Displays meta-majors, programs
and pathway maps
Job data
o Salary
o Growth
o Careers

•
•

YouTube videos

How maps are created
o Manually entered
o Soon uploadable
Password protected
Intersegmental Discipline faculty,
counselors, advisors, and
articulation officers are brought
together in facilitated meetings to
identify the best course lower
division course options to prepare
students for success in the upper
division

•

Model minimizes unit loss as the
lower division coursework is
discussed and vetted

•

The process often identifies
opportunities to remove
unintentional barriers and to

Guide to state of both local &
COCI data

